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ESSENTIAL SERVICES ANALYSIS 

ALBERTA 

Issued pursuant to the GLBH Group Infectious Disease (Pandemic) 
Preparedness and Response Policy 

SUMMARY 

Cococo’s Calgary-based retail stores should be and remain closed to the public until further Public 
Health Order indicates otherwise, on the basis that they are gift and/or specialty stores. The store 
premises can remain open to workers (while closed to the public) only in support of online sales 
and/or curbside pick-up sales, if applicable. 

Cococo’s Calgary-based chocolate factory can remain open provided that it continues to comply 
with all public health guidelines, including social distancing measures. 

APPLICABLE PUBLIC HEALTH ORDERS AND STATEMENTS 
(quoted words are italicized) 

1. Via CMOH Order 07-2020 dated March 27, 2020 but not posted online until later, Alberta’s 
Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Deena Hinshaw, ordered that: 

Places of Business 

6. The following types of non-essential paces of business are no longer permitted to offer or 
provide services to the public at a location that is accessible to the public: 

(d) any retail store, including a retail store located in a shopping centre, or other similar 
place of business offering or providing only non-essential goods or services. 

9. For the purposes of this Order, an essential service is a service considered critical to 
preserving life, health, public safety and basic societal functioning. 

2. https://www.alberta.ca/restrictions-on-gatherings-and-businesses.aspx 

Mandatory mass gathering restrictions 
Events 
No gatherings with more than 15 people are allowed … 
Exemptions 
The 15-person limit does not apply to: 
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• certain essential services and facilities 

Business, workplace and facility closures 
Retail business 
Albertans are prohibited from attending all non-essential businesses, including: 

• gift, hobby, antique and specialty stores 
• clothing stores … 
• retail stores that sell luggage, art and framing supplies, computers and gaming equipment, 

toys, photos, music, books, and sporting goods 
These businesses may choose to offer online shopping and curb-side pickup. 

Exempt retail business 
Retailers that can remain operational with appropriate public health measures in place are identified 
on the essential workplaces list as “retailers”. 
Restaurants, cafes and bars 

• All dine-in services are prohibited. 

Other workplaces 
Workplaces that are not otherwise restricted or ordered to close can have more than 15 workers 
on a work site as long as they follow all public health guidelines, including social distancing 
measures.  Employers should: 

• self-assess and find alternate ways to organize large group meetings 
• cancel workplace gatherings of 15 or more people in a single space 
• employ mitigation strategies to limit risk 
• continue business continuity planning to prepare critical operations for any potential 

interruption 

3. https://www.alberta.ca/essential-services.aspx 

Overview 
Business services deemed to be essential are not subject to public health restrictions, as long as 
they follow all public health guidelines, including physical distancing measures. 

List of essential services 
Food and Shelter 

• Supply chain, distribution and wholesale staff … 

• Key retail staff of food distribution facilities … 

• Food production staff, especially of staples such as butchers, bakers, and fishmongers 

• Restaurants and other food preparation facilities … 
Agricultural and horticultural 

• Services or businesses that … manufacture, produce or distribute food … 
Retail 

• Businesses engaged in the retail and wholesale sale of food, pet food and supplies, and 
household consumer products necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation and essential 
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operations of residences and businesses, including grocery stores, supermarkets, 
convenience stores, markets and other similar retailers. 

• … beer, wine and liquor stores ...  

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Cococo Retail Operations 

The retail stores of Cococo will remain closed to the public (they may not offer or provider services 
to the public at a location that is accessible to the public) because, under CMOH Order 07-2020, 
they do not provide services critical to preserving life, health, public safety, and basic societal 
functioning. 

The remaining paragraphs of this Discussion and Analysis of Cococo Retail Operations (italicized 
for clarity) were composed, acted upon, and uploaded to the internet before CMOH Order 07-
2020 was itself posted online, and were time-and-date stamped 2020-03-28 11:34 AM 
accordingly. They are preserved here now both for clarity, and because they interpret and address 
words and phrases still posted online by Alberta Health at this time. 

The retail stores of Cococo ought to close (except in relation to supporting curb-side pickup or 
online sales, if applicable) on the basis that they are “gift” and/or “specialty stores”, unless there 
is an applicable exemption on the list of essential businesses.  

On the list of essential businesses, a Cococo retail store might upon one interpretation be 
considered part of food “distribution” (identified with reference to “Key retail staff” under the 
heading “Food and Shelter”) or as a business or service that “distributes” food (under the heading 
“Agricultural and horticultural”). However, the more general headings “Food and Shelter” and 
“Agricultural and horticultural” must also be considered in context of the more specific heading, 
“Retail”.  Under the specific heading, “Retail”, the description of essential Retail businesses reads 
as follows: 

Businesses engaged in the retail and wholesale sale of food, pet food and supplies, and 
household consumer products necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation and essential 
operations of residences and businesses, including grocery stores, supermarkets, 
convenience stores, markets and other similar retailers 

(This languages matches the Ontario language.). It is somewhat unclear here whether the words 
“necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation and essential operations of residences and 
businesses” qualify each of retail categories mentioned at the beginning of this long description, 
being “food”, “pet food and supplies”, and “household consumer products”. It is possible to read 
the statement such that those qualifying words apply only to “household consumer products”, an 
uncertainty that would be eliminated if the words were changed to read instead: “in each of the 
foregoing cases if necessary to maintain …”. However, the description concludes with illustrative 
examples of essential retailers. These are “grocery stores, supermarkets, convenience stores, 
markets and other similar retailers”. What each of these listed examples has in common is that 
each supplies diverse goods, not just a single product type or class of product. The illustrative 
examples are the sorts of places where one might expect to be able to purchase not just any, but 
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perhaps all of “food, pet food and supplies, and household consumer products necessary to 
maintain the safety, sanitation and essential operations of residences and businesses.” 

The best interpretation of the language is that a “business engaged in the retail … sale of food” 
can only operate as “essential” if it is selling products “necessary to maintain the … essential 
operations of residences and businesses”. 

Chocolate and cocoa as food stuffs, in the large sense, are part of the complex and 
interdependent modern food chain. Indeed, Barry Callebaut AG has advised its customers, 
including Cococo, of this position (see reproduced letter at the foot of this document). Chocolate 
and cocoa are ubiquitous ingredients across diverse food products in grocery stores, for example.  
In the specialty sense, however, fine chocolates and related products are not intermingled with 
other diverse products in Cococo’s retail chocolate stores. No matter one’s love for fine chocolates 
and related products, it would be difficult as a matter of plain-language interpretation to argue that 
“fine chocolates and related products” are “necessary to the essential operations of residences 
and businesses” which is what one would have to do to claim status as an essential retail 
business, especially when considering the alternative hat “gift … and specialty stores” are 
specifically ordered closed (excluding online and curbside). 

It also seems evident that where speciality food/beverage retailing was intended to remain 
unrestricted by the essential businesses list at this time, that intent has been clearly addressed. 
Most obviously, “beer, wine, and liquor stores” are specifically listed this way.  There is no 
comparable listing of any other specialty food establishments. Moreover, given that restaurants 
can remain operating, but only with a prohibition against dine-in services in place, it is difficult to 
understand how a specialty food store could sensibly operate on a basis that would allow for the 
in-store retail provision of services to customers alongside a prohibition against (for example) a 
themed restaurant being restricted to take-out options only. Why would customers be allowed to 
shop inside a specialty chocolate retail store but then be prohibited from patronizing a quick sit 
down at a sushi-themed restaurant next door? 

Finally, viewed from the perspective of what the various Public Health Orders are endeavouring 
to achieve, it is clear that via Mass Gathering restrictions that are increasingly being tightened, 
the relevant authorities are attempting to curtail people mixing together in larger numbers and in 
diverse combinations, especially indoors. Although the number of customers in a fine chocolate 
store might typically be small, except on the very busiest days of the year, no doubt this is true, 
too, of many other retailers that have been ordered closed in very clear terms: for example, book 
stores, clothing boutiques, or antique stores. What all of these would seem to have in common is 
that same element of not being “essential” as “necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation and 
essential operations of residences and businesses.” 

Cococo retail stores in Alberta ought to remain closed under current Public Health orders except 
if the premises are being used to facilitate online or curbside-pickup sales. 

Cococo Factory Operations 

Cococo’s Calgary-based factory is a type of “food preparation” and “food distribution” facility (as 
identified on the essential businesses list under the heading “Food and Shelter”) and it also 
engages in the “manufacture” of food (as identified under the heading “Agricultural and 
horticultural”). 
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Insofar as Cococo’s food manufacturing operations are not subject to public health restrictions, 
they may permissibly continue as long as they follow all public health guidelines, including social 
distancing measures. All such recommended measures are already operating at the Cococo 
factory. 
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